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PARTS LIST



Step 1 

-Select the two main unit back panels Parts 12&13 
-Screw in all Rafix bolts as shown 

Step 2

Select the Side panels (Part 1) Knock in all White Cam fixings with a hammer 
Offer panels upto back panels and align bolts to cams, Push together and tighten with a large

Phillips screwdriver



Step 3

Once both sides are fitted, add the Main plinth (Part 9) and then the Main plinth centre
formers (Part 10) 

Step 4 

Fit the Main Top (Part 3) hen carefully tilt the unit on its side and fit the Plinth Formers followed by the
base panel  (parts 6) once fitted and tightened turn the unit back onto its base and position in the

room. 



Step 5

Add centre dividers (part 2) and check shelving holes all line up (if not then the
dividers can be swapped over) Add main bottom divider (Part 8) followed by the

Main base fixed shelf (Part 7) 



Step 6

Assemble Door plinths (Parts 17 & 18) and attach door sides to back panel and base  
(Parts 14 & 15) Bring the two assemblies together and tighten Cam fixings. Take 2 castors per door

and fix to the door formers (Part 18) using the screws provided (with built in washers) Do not drill
holes for these screws an electric screwdriver is best as this will give a stronger fixing

Step 7

Take the Piano Hinge (note now silver) and use the 20mm Screws to fix into position,
we suggest a helper here to support the door whilst the first few screws are fitted to both

sides, If fitting on carpet only fit every other screw to the hinges this allows the unit to
settle into the carpet and means that you can adjust the door position once the settling

process has taken effect (usually 3-4weeks)  
Repeat steps 6 and 7 for the other door. 



Step 8

 fit all remaining fixed shelves. (Parts 4, and 16) Shelf pins can be pushed into the holes
and loose Shelves (Part 20,21,22 & 23) your unit should now look like the below image

(Piano hinges are now smaller versions to prevent you having to cut these to suit.)

Add Main top mid fixed shelf (part 5) at 750mm from floor to act as desk rear, Position
desk supports (DS Angle mdf) and fix to sides of the Central dividers with the small butt
hinges (Use screws 16mm) Then Fit the Desk top (DT) to the (Top mid fixed shelf) using

butt hinges

Step 9



Decorating your unit 

 

These unit are made from commercial grade MDF whilst this gives you a better finish to
work with you will still need to seal the edges ready for paint. We suggest using a thick
coat of PVA glue on the edges or for a perfect finish you can spread a little polyfilla fine

finish across the end grain prior to painting.  
 

In general it has been found that it is much easier to paint the unit once assembled but
with the shelf pins removed. We suggest a small roller and normal emulsion paint will
adhere to MDF just fine, the unit takes 2.5L of paint to complete, allowing for 2 coats

applied with a roller. Some customers have gone to the extent of adding door moulding
and bespoke handles (we have stopped supplying handles as the feedback was that

people would like to choose their own however we will be adding this to our website as an
add on option soon.)  

 
please see the below unit that has had its own customer modification for inspirations  

 
Useful parts sites  

 
Mouldings -  www.wrp-timber-mouldings.co.uk  

Lighting - Screwfix Code 7239T Dimmable Led under cabinet light  
Desk top pop up Power - www.viking-direct.co.uk Code 4133593  

 


